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We are excited to publish this edition of The Rudd Commentary, which is a monthly publication designed to bring you a professional
opinion on the current investment environment and some developing trends. Since we are in the business of managing investments
for our clients, we will focus on information and events that we feel are material to that end. We will not comment on opportunities
or challenges relating to specific securities as this would undermine the value we provide for our private clients. Please feel free to
forward The Rudd Commentary to family, friends, and business associates who might find this information valuable.
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Invest long and prosper,

for dividend paying stocks because dividends
do a few very powerful things. First, receiving
income now rather than the promise of growth
in the future gives the investor control of how
the earnings are reinvested or spent. It can also
reduce the short-term volatility of an investor’s
portfolio as dividends are recognized now and
opportunities for retained earnings may take
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